APE Mobile unveils paperless app with native ERP integrations
5th October, 2017
APE Mobile, an industry leader in the collection of site data for the construction industry, has
today announced the native integration with the three market leading construction Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) software packages; Spectrum by Dexter + Chaney, Vista by
Viewpoint, and Sage 300 CRE.
APE Mobile is a paperless site app, enabling businesses to improve data collection and
compliance via rolling existing site forms into a single app with a simple monthly subscription
fee. The ERP integrations allow for seamless, real-time integration of data from the site into the
office’s financial and project management systems. According to Matt Edwards, CEO of APE
Mobile, "Successful construction companies of the future will have to be data driven to win.
That's because analytics will be a strategic competitive advantage in this industry." He goes on
to note that "there are two parts to being data driven: collecting data and using data."
While construction is one of the least digitized industries in the world, this software connection
offers an alternative to the use of physical paper on the job site. The combination of APE
Mobile's construction site data and ERP software make it easier for construction companies to
ensure accuracy and improve productivity, and ensure efficiency across the board.
Edwards notes, "APE Mobile is enabling that future, today, by providing comprehensive access
to data, partnering with major SaaS vendors, and by joining the Construction Open Standards
Alliance, a group in the USA building on the efforts of the Association of General Contractors."

About APE Mobile
APE Mobile is an app that replaces paperwork on work sites enabling building & civil
construction contractors, specialist subcontractors and mining companies to easily go paperless
using their existing ISO accredited templates. APE Mobile supports all site paperwork, is quick
to implement and practical onsite. As well as capturing data on site, you can also access and
mark up all your site plans and documents to keep the team on the same page. APE Mobile
integrates with over 800 cloud solutions including Spectrum by Dexter + Chaney, Vista by
Viewpoint and Sage 300 CRE, extending the capabilities of Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) software.
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